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Steven Covey’s Day Planner

When we find ourselves busy but not acheiving our aims it can help us to prioritise our tasks. Steven Covey’s day

planner can help us to do this. Even if you only do it once,

where you spend your time and what you are achieving and for who!

IMPORTANT – Decide when to do it
i.e. Preparation, prevention, values clarification,
planning, relationship building, true recreation,
empowerment

1. These task are proactive and help your company
grow in the long run

UNIMPORTANT & URGENT – Delegate OR Defer
I.e. interruptions, some phone calls, some mail, some
reports, some meetings, many “apparently” pressing
matters.

3. These tasks don’t grow your business
sign of procrastination
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Steven Covey’s Day Planner

When we find ourselves busy but not acheiving our aims it can help us to prioritise our tasks. Steven Covey’s day

planner can help us to do this. Even if you only do it once, start by listing out your current tasks and

ime and what you are achieving and for who!

Decide when to do it
i.e. Preparation, prevention, values clarification,
planning, relationship building, true recreation,

URGENT & IMPORTANT – Do it now
i.e. Crises, pressing problems, deadline
meetings, preparations

These task are proactive and help your company 2. These tasks are re-active and work in the short term

Delegate OR Defer it.
calls, some mail, some

reports, some meetings, many “apparently” pressing

UNIMPORTANT & NON-URGENT
i.e. Trivia, some phone calls, time wasters, escapee
activities, irrelevant mail, excessive TV.

These tasks don’t grow your business and can be a 4. These tasks help somebody else
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When we find ourselves busy but not acheiving our aims it can help us to prioritise our tasks. Steven Covey’s day

current tasks and you will see

Do it now
deadline-driven, projects,

active and work in the short term

URGENT - Dump it
i.e. Trivia, some phone calls, time wasters, escapee
activities, irrelevant mail, excessive TV.

These tasks help somebody else


